
Skills and Drills Sheets 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Rev B – Feb 2014 
Yellow – basic skills 

Blue – skill drills and games 
Red – team drills and games 
Green – goalkeepers games 
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BASIC SKILLS 
Passing 
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BASIC SKILLS Shooting 
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BASIC SKILLS Heading 

Technique for properly heading a ball: 
Contact with the ball should be made on the 
forehead between the eyebrows and the hairline. 
Ball must be struck and not bounce off the head 
Players must use muscles in their back and 
stomach to approach the ball 
Back slightly arched as ball approaches, slightly 
leaning forward after striking the ball 
Neck must be stiff, younger players can be taught 
to tuck their chin towards their chest to stiffen the 
neck 
Head moves toward the ball 
Eyes must remain open and on the approaching 
ball 
Timing is essential 
For balance, knees must be slightly bent  
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BASIC SKILLS Goalkeeping 
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Improves: Co-ordination and saves 
 
Duration:   Varies 
 
Players:     2 or 4  
 
Kit:           4 cones, 1 ball 
 
Coaching Pointers: 
Goalkeepers work in pairs, using one ball each. Keepers are positioned 
facing each other approximately  
2 yards apart and a little to the side.  
The keepers work as team mates and  
serve the ball to each other. The idea  
is to serve the ball just to the side of  
their team mate and their partner has to  
shuffle their feet quickly to get behind  
the flight of the ball and catch it. 
 
Emphasis is on quick footwork.  
The keepers should not cross their legs  
when shuffling side to side. 
The tempo should be high.  
Change partner after short interval. 

Goalkeeper Game & Drill 
SKILLS 
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Goalkeeper Session Plan 
SKILLS 
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Goalkeeper Closing Down & Distribution Drills 
SKILLS 
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Defending 1 v 1 as a GoalkeeperPosession Team Drills TEAMWORK 
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Goalkeeper Diving Drills 
SKILLS 
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Improves: Control, balance, movement, passing 
 
Duration: Varies 
 
Players:   2  
 
Kit:         2 cones different colour per player, 1 ball each 
 

Warm Up Skills Drill SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Practice 1 
The area is marked out with 2 sets of  different coloured cones. The 
players take a ball from the drop off cone and dribble the ball round 
the other coloured cone before taking it back to a different drop off 
cone. In the practice the coach will set different skills and 
challenges to go round the cones. 
 

Practice 2  
The Players now work in 2s the player with the ball passes the ball 
to his team mate who the dribbles the ball round the cone. His 
team mate the makes a run to the drop off cone to receive a pass 
back from his team mate who them does the same. 
 

Types of Activity: 
Good 1st touch to attack at speed 
Understanding of space to attack  
Balance  
Techniques of skills to beat defenders 
Good body shape to see the attack / Support play  
Decision making and game understanding 
sessions 
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Improves: Speed, agility, first touch passing 
 
Duration: Part 1 (top pic) – 2 mins   
              Part 2 (bottom pic) – 2 mins then swap and repeat  
 
Players:   Varies but always in pairs  
 
Kit:         2 cones & 1 ball each 
 
Weblink:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGKnFncCOmg 
 

Warm Up Skills Drill in pairs SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Start slow and speed up 
Part 1 – player in box needs to be on toes and always moving 
 
Part 2 – ball can be played outside outer cones so 4 passing 
positions – i.e. not just between cones. 
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Improves: Speed, agility, first touch passing 
 
Duration: 45 seconds on each set  
 
Players:   Varies but always in pairs  
 
Kit:         2 cones & 1 ball each 
 
Weblink:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tc03nCb8N4 
 

Warm Up Skills Session – Part 1 SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Concentrate on light ball touches and accuracy 
 

Quick coach demonstration between each 
 
Need to set up two pairs of cones in line if want to do Part 2 
(next page)  
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Improves: Speed, agility, first touch passing 
 
Duration: 45 seconds on each set  
 
Players:   Varies but always in pairs  
 
Kit:         2 cones & 1 ball each 
 
Weblink:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_tc03nCb8N4 
 

Warm Up Skills Session – Part 2 SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Middle players swap places after each pass, outer players 
stay in position. Hence need to have two lines in a row. 
  
Quick coach demonstration between each 
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Improves: Control, balance, dribbling, passing 
Duration: Varies 
Players:   all 
Kit:         cones, 1 ball each 
 

Space Invaders Warm Up Game SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

How to play it 

In pairs, players from three of the teams stand on either 

side of the channel. On your call, they play one touch 

passing back and forth. This represents the laser to shoot 

down invaders. 

The fourth team – the invaders – has to dribble through the 

channel, one player per zone at a time, avoiding having 

their ball hit by the lasers. If an invader’s ball is hit by a 

laser, they have been destroyed and leave the channel in 

that zone. 

The invaders must aim to reach the safety zone at the end 

of the channel. The team with the most invaders reaching 

the safety zone wins. 

If no team reaches the  

safety zone, 

the team that progress  

the farthest along the  

channel wins. 
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Improves: Control, balance, dribbling, passing 
 
Duration: Varies 
 
Players:   all 
 
Kit:         cones, 1 ball each 
 

Pirate Treasure Warm Up Game SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Dribbling Warm Up Game 

Improves:  Dribbling, co-ordination (shooting) 
 
Description:  
Each player has a ball. Players dribble around the obstacle as 
shown, first using right foot and then switching to left foot.  
Coach Observation: 
Movement of the player  
Coordination/Speed/Agility  
Use both feet.  
Note: 
Add a net so players can shoot after going thru obstacles. 
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Improves: Control, balance, movement, passing, heading 
 
Duration: 12 minutes (as players swap after 6 mins) 
 
Players:   2  
 
Kit:         4 cones, 1 ball 
 
The coach should roll through each of these skills: 
 
1 minute with inside foot passes (1 or 2 touch) 
1 minute outside foot passes (1 or 2 touch) 
1 minute top of the foot volley 
1 minute inside of the foot volley 
1 minute chest volley 
1 minute headers 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick feet/movement 
Good balance 
Good body posture and player not standing straight up 
Player in control of the ball 

1 Minute Control Skills Drill SKILLS 
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Improves: Control, balance, movement, dribbling, 
heading 
 
Duration: 15 minutes  
 
Players:   12-24 
 
Kit:         20 cones, 1 ball per player or more 
 
4 teams involved in races to get most number of  
Balls back into their corner area.  
 
 
 

Robin Hood Skills Game SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

The coach should focus on: 
Explain one player per team in action at any one time, 
net player can only start when teammate gets back to 
their corner 
This is a competitive game  
Good work ethic 
Stop the ball in the corner area 
 
Try: 
Run and dribble back to corner 
Dribble to centre and run back 
Run to centre and pass to teammate in corner area 
Walk to centre heading ball 
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Improves:  Control, balance,  
                passing 
Duration:   15 minutes  
Players:     6 
Kit:           8 cones, 2 balls 

Pass & Move Drill SKILLS 
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Pass and Move Drill SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Improves: Control, movement, beating defenders 
Duration:  varies 
Players:    8 or 12 
Kit:          4 poles, 2 goals, 1 ball per player 
 
How to play it 
The forwards move away from the mannequin to receive 
a pass. 
The forwards set the pass back to the supporting 
midfielders. 
The midfielders return the pass into space for the 
forwards to spin and run after. The forwards now shoot 
across the goal. 
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Improves:  Control, balance,  
                passing 
Duration:   15 minutes  
Players:     4 / 5 
Kit:           4 cones, 2 balls  

Passing Drill SKILLS 
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Improves: Passing, movement 
Duration:  varies 
Players:    6 players and coach  
Kit:          3 cones, 1 ball 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick movement 
Good balance 
Getting back into position quickly 

Pass and Move Skills Drills SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Improves: Passing, movement 
Duration:  varies 
Players:    6 players and over and coach  
Kit:          12 cones, 2 balls 
Progression – outer players change places when they 
pass. 
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Improves:  Control, balance,  
                dribbling 
Duration:   15 minutes  
Players:     varies 
Kit:           5 poles, 1 balls each 

Dribbling Drill SKILLS 
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Improves: Control, balance, dribbling, shooting 
Duration: 15 minutes  
Players:   8-12 
Kit:         2 goals, 1 ball per player or more 
 
Start without goalkeepers. 
Progression 1: Add goalkeeper 
Progression 2: Add defender 

Waves Shooting Game SKILLS 
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Improves: Control, balance and shooting accuracy 
 
Duration:   Varies 
 
Players:     1, 2, 4/5  
 
Kit:           4 cones, 1 ball / 1 goal, 4 poles, 1 ball each 
 
The coach should concentrate on: 
 
Technique 
Accuracy 
Thinking about what they are trying to achieve 
Communication (bottom drill) 
 

Shooting Drills SKILLS 
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Improves: Control, Thought, Closing down, Beating 
defender, Shooting 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    4+6 players and coach  
 
Kit:          1 goal, 1 ball per attacker 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Think about what they are doing 
Quick movement 
Good balance 
Closing down quickly / shepherding striker  

1 v 1 Attack and Defend Drills SKILLS 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Improves: Control, beating defenders, closing down 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
 
Players:    4, 8 or 12 
 
Kit:           4 cones, 1 ball per player 
 
Player A passes to player C. Player C becomes striker 
who attacks player A’s one. Player A defends. Play is 
considered dead when the ball is out of the grid, or 
the defending player wins possession. Group B will 
then play to Group D and repeat. 
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Improves: Passing, movement, teamwork 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    6 – 8 players and coach  
 
Kit:          20 cones, 4 balls 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Communication 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick movement 
Closing down 
Positioning 

Pass and Move Team Drills TEAMWORK 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Improves: Passing, movement, teamwork, positioning 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    6 – 9 players and coach  
 
Kit:          12 cones, 2 balls 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Clean passes with good pace 
Good balance 
Communication 
Closing down and positioning 
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Improves: Passing, movement, teamwork 
 
Duration:  say 15 mins  
 
Players:    4, 8 or 12 players   
 
Kit:          4 cones, 1 ball 
Website:     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMRd0IxxjNE 

 

Pass and Move Team Advanced TEAMWORK 
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Improves: Crossing, movement, teamwork 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    6 – 8 players and coach  
 
Kit:          4 poles, 1 goal, 4 balls 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Communication 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick movement 
Crossing technique 
Positioning 

Crossing Team Drills TEAMWORK 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Drill Instructions: 
Two players from the line on the end line check in to the player with the ball. 
The two checking players should be about 5-7 yards apart from each other when checking. 
The top player plays the ball in towards the front checking player and sprints around the stick on the sidelines closest to him.  
The first checking player dummies the run by stepping over the ball and letting it run between their legs. 
The front player then sprints around the back stick and makes a run to the back post. 
The back checking player plays a 1st time ball into the space of the outside stick for the top player to cross on one touch and sprints around the 
closest stick and makes the front post run. 
The outside player serves a first time ball into the box for the runners to finish on goal. 
The player that makes the backpost run moves to the top line the back player goes back to the line and becomes the front player, the player 
from the top goes to the back of the line on the end line. 
Perform the same movement with the players on the other side of the goal rotating each combination. 
Drill Coaching Points: 
This drill is all about crossing and finishing on goal.  
Make sure the proper crosses are played in. If they are too far inside, a good solid cross on the ground into the advancing player. If they are 
outside, drive a good cross into the advancing players. 
Checking players should pay attention and focus on their runs. 
Passes and shot should be 1 touch when possible. 
Focus on good finishing and shooting technique and putting the ball on target. 
Make sure runs are properly timed and the runners are not in the box too soon or too late.  
Make sure the backpost runner does not let the ball through. 
Make sure the frontpost runner is cutting to the front post. 
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Improves: Teamwork, positioning, passing 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    10 players and coach  
 
Kit:          cones, 2 goals, 4 balls 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Communication 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick movement 
Positioning 
Get shots on target 

Attacking Team Drill TEAMWORK 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

The rules 
 
• Each team selects one player to be the ‘target man’. 
  
• This player stands in the attacking end zone. 
 
• The aim of the game is to make a pass into the target man.  
 
• A supporting player will then receive his layoff before shooting at goal. 
 
• Defenders can track back only when the second supporting man makes his run. 
 
• After a shot is made, the shooting player swaps position with the target man. 
 
• If the ball leaves play, the coach passes a new ball onto the pitch 
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Improves: Passing, movement, teamwork 
closing down, tackling 
 
Duration:  varies 
 
Players:    6 players and coach  
 
Kit:          4 cones, 3 balls 
 
The coach should focus on: 
Good work ethic 
Communication 
Clean passes with good pace 
Quick movement 
Closing down 
Positioning 

Posession Team Drills TEAMWORK 

Bucklebury Wolves Drills  

Instructions 
The first defender passes a ball into the 3 attackers. 
The defender immediately step into the grid and become the defender creating a 3v1 inside the grid. 
The 3 attackers attempt to put together as many passes as possible. 
The attackers continue passing until the defender wins the ball, or the ball is knocked out of play. 
Once the play is dead, the next defender plays into the same 3 attackers, and play resumes. 
Variations 
Adjust grid (larger grid = easier for attackers but harder for defenders; smaller grid = harder for attackers but easier for defenders) 
Coaching Points 
Focus on the quality of passes such as weight, pace, accuracy. 
A well timed run facing the passing direction will assure a more accurate pass. 
The players must communicate with each other to make the game easier. 
Players must concentrate on making runs off the ball. 
Encourage players to play in 1 or 2 touches. 
Good passes to feet 
Good first touch towards space 
Good decision making (make play easy) 
Speed of play/decisions 
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Dribbling Into Space Drills TEAMWORK 
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Team Movement and Attacking Drills TEAMWORK 
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Attacking from Wide Areas Drills TEAMWORK 
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Possession Drills TEAMWORK 
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Passing and Receiving Drills TEAMWORK 
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